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ABSTRACT
Numerous languages of the Americas display special syntax and/or morphol-
ogy in clauses containing two 3'd person core arguments (and no ]" or 2nd person
argument). Because the principles underlying these systems share important
properties with the obviation systems of Algonquian languages, it is assumed here
that they are all organized in terms of (abstract) OBVIATION. This paper develops
some aspects of aformal account of obviation within the framework of Optimality
Theory (OT), and provides one answer to the question, what is the role of hier-
archies in grammar? The answer suggested here is that hierarchies (scales) are
not themselves part of grammar, but they provide the raw material from which
grammatical constraints are generated. Various aspects of the morphology and
syntax of obviation systems are described here in terms of constraint subhierar-
chies which are derived from the OBVIA nON SCALE alone, or from the alignment of
the obviation scale with other relevant scales.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is clear that hierarchies along various dimensions (e.g., person, ani-
macy, definiteness) play an important role in linguistic typology (see for
example Comrie 1989, Croft 1990). But there is no general consensus over
their role in particular grammars. Hierarchies are frequently referenced in
grammatical description, but aside from Silverstein's original work on the
subject (Silverstein 1976), and the OT work that I will draw on below, it is
fair to say that hierarchies have never been integrated into the formal fabric
of grammatical theory.
The development of OT has significantly changed this landscape. Since
typological generalizations and language-particular grammars derive from
the same set of universal constraints, the relevance of hierarchies to typol-
ogy entails that they must be reflected in grammars as well. In their origi-
nal exposition of OT, Prince and Smolensky (Prince and Smolensky 1993)
developed a conception of hierarchies which affords them a central role in
linguistic theory, but without the consequence that hierarchies are part of
individual grammars. In this conception, hierarchies are not themselves
* I would like to thank the participants at WSCLA 6 for their comments and feed-
back on the work reported here. This research was supported by the National
Science Foundation, Grant #SBR-9818177 to UC Santa Cruz.
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part of the con,traint system (i.e., they are not constraints), but they pro-
vide the raw m;lterial from which constraints are generated.
OT work has emphasized the following three assumptions: (i) con-
straints are uni versal; (ii) constraints are violable; (iii) the main source of
language-parti<ular variation lies in the ranking of universal, violable con-
straints. In am mnting for typological variation, the emphasis has rightly
been on the pm sibility of constraint reranking. However, there are limits to
typological variation, and some of them are expressed in the form of impli-
cational univer ,also One of the important ways in which OT can express
implicational u 1iversals is through constraint subhierarchies, sets of univer-
sal constraints 1vhose ranking isfixed across languages. Cross-linguistic dif-
ference cannot arise through the reranking of constraints which form a
subhierarchy, l'ut only in the way that they are ranked with respect to
other constraint, in the grammar.
It is in conn ~ctionwith constraint subhierarchies, that hierarchies-in
the sense of thh, workshop-enter the picture, for hierarchies (or scales, as I
will call them) )rovide the raw material from which constraint subhierar-
chies are deriVEd.The basic idea, sketched in (1), is that various operations
take scales as il\Put and give as output constraint subhierarchies.
(1) Operation
•
In this conet:ption, the fixed ranking which characterizes a scale will
determine the! 'anking in any constraint subhierarchy derived from that
scale. In an OT ipproach to typology then, scales playa crucial role. But be-
yond that, the I:!aim is that the constraints which are derived from scales
are the right ki'lds of constraints for characterizing those phenomena in
particular langu ages which reflect scales.
This concept.on was developed first in phonology, but its relevance has
been explored ill a number of morphosyntactic domains as well.1Here I fo-
cus on the roJe of scales (and subhierarchies) in the description of
OBVIATION, a pt enomenon which is richly attested in native languages of
the Americas, a ld which is, at its core, hierarchy-driven. Since the subhier-
archies derived from scales contain markedness constraints, the question
for obviation is :he extent to which its properties can be explicated in terms
1 See for exallple Artstein 1999, Aissen 1999, Aissen 2000, Asudeh 2001, Dingare
2001, Sharm a 2001.
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of markedness. The markedness effects I discuss here are of two types: syn-
tactic and morphological. I make a further distinction between pure marked-
ness effects and associational markedness effects-the former are sensitive to
obviation status alone, while the latter are sensitive to the association of
obviation with some other dimension. Effects of both types are found in the
syntax and in the morphology of obviation. Typological generalizations of
all four types can be described by subhierarchies derived from the
OBVIATIONSCALE.The constraints which constitute these subhierarchies are
themselves simple and binary, and provide satisfactory descriptions for the
language-particular effects of hierarchies, effects which may be strictly
categorical.
2. OBVIATION
OBVIATIONrefers to grammatical systems which exhibit a (grammati-
cized) sensitivity to the relative rank of 3rd persons within some domain
like the sentence or the paragraph. In standard terminology, the term
PROXIMATErefers to the highest ranked 3rd person, and the term OBVIATIVE
refers to all lower ranked 3rd persons:
(2) 3rd person > 3rd person
~ ~
Proximate Obviative
The best-known obviation systems are found in the Algonquian lan-
guages.2 Goddard (1990) characterizes obviation this way:
The contrast between proximate and obviative is a differentiation of the third per-
son. The proximate is the unmarked third-person category; if there is only one third
person in a context, it can only be proximate. Contrasting with the proximate is the
obviative, which can be thought of as a subsidiary third person. (Goddard 1990,317)
I make two starting assumptions here, both of which are fairly standard.
The first is that within the relevant span (which I will refer to as an
OBVIATIONSPAN),3all third persons must be assigned an obviation status (I
2 There is a large literature on obviation in Algonquian. Work which deals specifi-
cally with the syntax of obviation includes Hockett 1966, Wolfart 1973, LeSourd
1976, Grafstein 1981, Goddard 1984, Perlmutter and Rhodes 1988, Grafstein 1989,
Goddard 1990, Rhodes 1990, Dahlstrom 1991, Dryer 1992, Rhodes 1994, Dahl-
strom 1995, Thomason 1995, Aissen 1997.
3 The question of how to characterize Obviation Spans is important, but one I can-
not address here. Aissen (1997) suggests some general constraints. It is possible
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will sometime~ refer to these as relations). The second is that within this
span, there must be one proximate, and there can only be one proximate.
This is a fund; lmental asymmetry in obviation: an obviation span must
contain a proxiJnate, but need not contain an obviative.
The Fox exc~rpt cited in translation below from Goddard (1990) gives
some sense of how obviation works. The excerpt involves references to
three 3rd persor s: BlackRainbow (a Fox hero), a deer, and a group of Sioux
(the enemy). TIe first paragraph contains references to all three. References
to Black Rainb,)w are proximate (P) throughout the paragraph (<j[) while
those to the dee r and the Sioux are obviative (0).
<j[ 5.1. j ,nd then another time Black Rainbow (P)went hunting
aod killed a deer (0).
5.2. J.s he (P)was butchering it (0), some Sioux (0) rushed out at
11 im (P), a lot of them (0)
5.3. J .nd (P)being surrounded, he (P)began to fight
5.4. Pnd pretty soon, they say, they (0) kept away from him (P)
5.5 b lIthe (P) killed a lot of them (0) ...
5.14. Elack Rainbow (P)called for someone who spoke Sioux (0)
In the secone paragraph which begins at line 5.15, a Sioux is introduced
as proximate. T1is initiates a new obviation span. Since an obviation span
can contain on]y one proximate, Black Rainbow is forced into obviative
status:
'j[ 5.15 And then, it is said, the Sioux (P)began to give his report
5.16 0: what had been done to them (P) by that (0) Black Rain-
b(lw ...
Relations lik ~proximate and obviative have no inherent semantic or
pragmatic conbmt. They are structural relations which organize clause
structure in a "lay reminiscent of grammatical functions like subject and
object. But obviation is a dimension distinct from grammatical function.
This is especial]y clear in a language like Fox, where the subject may be
proximate (e.g., lines 5.1, 5.5 ) or obviative (second clause of line 5.2; line
that the 'si. e' of an obviation span is subject to language-particular or even
genre-specifc conditions. Dahlstrom (1995) proposes conditions for Fox; see also
Thomason ( 995) for discussion of the effects of genre in Fox.
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5.4), and where likewise the object may be obviative (lines 5.1, 5.5) or
proximate (second clause of line 5.2;line 5.4).4
In Fox, obviation is a salient morphological category, with proximate
and obviative distinguished both by nominal and verbal morphology. The
discussion that follows is primarily based on the excellent description of
Dahlstrom (1995).In the nominal morphology, proximates and obviatives
carry distinct suffixes which index their obviation status. (In the Fox ex-
cerpt, Black Rainbow in line 5.1 is marked with the proximate suffix and deer
with the obviative suffix. In line 5.2, Sioux is marked with the obviative suf-
fix.) In the verbal morphology, the category of DIRECTION, within which di-
rect and inverse contrast, indexes the relative obviation status of subject
and primary object (of transitive verbs). When the subject outranks the ob-
ject (e.g., the subject is proximate and object is obviative) , the direct form
of the verb is required; the reverse configuration requires the inverse form
of the verb. In line 5.1, the verb kill is in the direct form; likewise the verb
butchered in line 5.2. But the verbs in lines 5.2 and 5.4 rushed out at him, and
kept away from him are inverse. The agreement system also indexes the ob-
viation status of a cross-referenced 3rd person (an agreement controller).
Intransitive verbs agree with their subjects in person, number, and obvia-
tion status (if 3rd person). In the case of transitive verbs with 3rd person
subject and object, the agreement controller is determined not by gram-
matical function, but by obviation rank: either subject or (primary) object is
cross-referenced, whichever is higher in obviation rank. Direct verbs thus
agree with their subjects in person, number, and obviation status; inverse
verbs agree with their objects. I use the term 'hierarchic agreement' to refer
to such a system (the term is due, I believe, to Scott DeLancey). Beyond
this, there is a separate, invariable, morpheme, ni, which indexes the ob-
viative subject of an intransitive or direct transitive verb, and the obviative
object of an inverse verb.6
The question of how the ranking of 3rd persons is determined has been
widely discussed for Algonquian (see the references of fn. 2). The factors
4 Dahlstrom (1995) gives convincing evidence for Fox that in a clause with agent
and patient, the agent is always the subject, and the patient always the object.
LeSourd (1976) argues for a different analysis of Fox.
5 Fox also distinguishes two obviation ranks, termed nearer and further obviative.
A verb whose subject is a nearer obviative and whose object is further obviative
will be in the direct form; the reverse situation requires the inverse verb.
6 Direct verbs with obviative subjects, and inverse verbs with obviative objects
arise in the contexts described in the previous footnote.
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listed in (3) are :he relevant ones and are given in the order which seems to
correspond to tlleir priority:
(3) Obviation factors in Algonquian:
Ani]nacy: Animates are preferred as proximates over inani-
mab~s
Gen IHead: The genitive is preferred as proximate over its head
TopIcality: The topic is preferred as proximate over a non-topic
Semmtic role: The agent is preferred as proximate over the pa-
tient
The basic dy lamic is to select as proximate a nominal which is highest
in prominence (In some other dimension or dimensions. In the absence of
any factor, sem mtic role determines obviation status. As a result, the un-
marked clause type is one in which the agent is proximate and the patient
obviative.
In Fox, the n ~strictionson obviation rank which are linked to animacy
give rise to a di~tribution of direct and inverse verbs which is characterized
by complement, ry gaps.
Table 1: Fox
Direct Verb
Inverse Verb
Ag.Animate Ag. Animate Ag. Inanimate Ag. Inanimate
Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate
..j ..j * see fn. 7
..j * ..j
When a claw,e contains an agent and patient and both are animate, ei-
ther the direct o' inverse verb is possible. The reason is that either agent or
patient can, in Jrinciple, be proximate, depending on discourse promi-
nence. Which is proximate in any particular clause determines whether the
direct or inverse verb occurs. But when only one of the two is animate, then
there is only on ~possible verb form-either the direct verb or the inverse
verb. This is becmse the preference for an animate proximate forces choice
of the animate a:;proximate. If it is the agent, as it usually is, then the direct
verb is required (the agent (subject) necessarily outranks the patient (ob-
ject) in obviatior status). If it is the patient, then the inverse verb is required
(the patient or 01'ject necessarily outranks the agent or subject).
In determiniI 19 whether a language has an obviation system I rely on
two heuristics. 1'he first is that there must be some morphological or syn-
tactic process wIdch is sensitive to the relative rank of multiple 3rd persons,
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and which is thus operative only in contexts with multiple 3rd persons. The
second is that relative rank be determined by dimensions like animacy,
topicality, and semantic role. These heuristics suggest that all the languages
listed in Table 2 have obviation systems. Except for Chamorro, these are all
languages of the Americas. (See the appendix for the references on which
Table 2 is based.)
Table 2
Obviation rank Factors known to be relevant
expressed through: to obviation rank:
>< ......."0 "'6' ~$
u .•.•••.• Q) ~ o~ ;g ~ >. Q)"O u<t; c .•.•Q) l::l ~c u > ttl .~ :c .Stil GO •..8 ttl :c Q) c..9:i800 J '2 ::c: 0.. ttl 0 8,S Q)8'c Q) '"p ttl Q) 0 81:':••• Q)~ 0 8 u u Q) ••• Q) • f-< 08 •••• Q) .••• bO C,)g; Q) C:t]Po.. o •.• Cfl0 >(5 ::C:<t; 0Z •..Po..
Fox (Algonquian) ~ ~ ~ (0) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Kutenai ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Glutec (Mixe) ~ (0) ~ ~ ~ ~
Nootkan ? ~(O) ~ ~
Cherokee ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
(Iroquoianf
Navajo ~ (yi/bi) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
(Athapaskan)
Takelma ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
(?Penutian)
Upper Chehalis ~ ~
(Salish)
Tzotzil ~(V) ~ ~ ~ ~
(Mayan)
Shuswap ~(V) ~ ~ ~ ~
(Salish)
Chamorro ~(V) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
(W Austronesian)
The left-hand side of Table 2 summarizes how obviation rank is mor-
phologically expressed. As indicated earlier, Fox morphology shows sensi-
tivity to obviation rank in a number of ways: the absolute rank of a 3rd per-
son is indexed on the nominal itself, when overt, and is one of the catego-
7 Agreement and direction are conflated.
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ries in agreemeJlt. In transitive clauses, the choice of agreement controller
and the choice 1)etween direct or inverse is determined by the relative ob-
viation status oj subject and object. Kutenai parallels Fox in many respects
(Dryer 1992). It too draws a distinction between two categories of 3rd per-
son, a distinctio n which depends on relative rank of multiple 3rd persons
within the loca. context. The nominal morphology distinguishes proxi-
mates (unmarkE'd) from obviatives (suffixed with -(Os). Kutenai indicates
relative obviatic n status of subject and object through a direct/inverse dis-
tinction, and sr ows the same kinds of animacy-determined gaps in the
distribution of t 10se forms that Fox does. Kutenai verbs also index the ob-
viation status o. their subjects, both in intransitive and transitive clauses:
verbs with obvi ltive subjects carry the suffix -(i)s), the same suffix which
occurs on obvial ive nominals.
None of the, )ther languages listed in Table 2 mark obviation status on
nomina Is, but a11distinguish relative rank of 3rd persons in other ways.
Olutec indexes I e1ativestatus of 3rd person subject and object through a di-
rection system (direct vs. inverse). Agreement is hierarchic in Olutec: the
argument whid is higher in obviation status controls agreement. Nootkan
seems to likewise have a direction system which is sensitive to relative rank
of subject and 01'ject when both are 3rd person. Cherokee also has hierarchic
agreement, and the distinction between direct and inverse categories is ex-
pressed through the form of agreement.
In a number,)f other languages, 3rd person nominals are not themselves
marked for obvi :ition status, but the obviation status of the object is marked
on the governirg verb either by agreement morphology or incorporated
pronouns. Nav, tjo, Takelma, Upper Chehalis are all languages in which
there are two pi)ssibilities for cross-referencing 3rd person objects but only
when the subject is also 3rd person. The choice is determined by relative
prominence of subject and object on dimensions like animacy. Among lan-
guages of this trpe, the facts of Navajo are probably best known. Objects
may be marked in the verb by one of two morphemes, bi or yi.8 Following
Jelinek (Jelinek 1984, Jelinek 1997, Jelinek in press), I assume these are in-
corporated prOllouns. In (Aissen 2000). I suggested that the distinction
8 The literatm eon yi and bi in Navajo includes Frishberg 1972, Hale 1973, Creamer
1974, Witherspoon 1977, Perkins 1978, Platero 1978, Platero 1982, Thompson
1989, Jeline1 1990, Speas 1990, Uyechi 1991, Willie 1991, Jelinek 1997, Willie 1999,
Saxon 2002.
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between the two is one of obviation, per (4), namely, that bi is the proxi-
mate object pronoun and yi, the obviative
(4) bi: incorporated pronoun for proximate objects
yi: incorporated pronoun for obviative objects
In Navajo, as in Algonquian, assignment of proximate status in contexts
with multiple 3rd persons is sensitive to the relative animacy of those 3rd
persons (Frishberg 1972,Hale 1973,Creamer 1974,Witherspoon 1977,Wil-
lie 1991). Although Navajo is sensitive to more distinctions than simply
human, animate, and inanimate, the basic dynamic is the same. If one 3rd
person outranks another in animacy, it is the preferred proximate. This
preference yields a distribution of the object markers which parallels the
distribution of direct and inverse in Fox:
Table 3:Navajo
Ag.Animate Ag. Animate Ag. Inanimate Ag. Inanimate
Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate
YI I ~ ..J • ~
BI I ~ • ~ ~
In yet other languages, the gaps characteristic of obviation systems are
found in the distribution of active and passive voice (Aissen 1997and, from
a more general perspective, Givan 1994). In Tzotzil (likewise Chamorro),
when agent and patient are both 3rd person and have the same degree of
animacy, then either active or passive is possible, as shown in Table 4. But
when the two differ in animacy, only one voice or the other is possible.9
Table 4:Tzotzil, Chamorro
Ag. Animate Ag.Animate Ag. Inanimate Ag. Inanimate
Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate Pat. Animate Pat. Inanimate
ACTIVE I ..J ~ • ~
PASSIVE I ..J • ~ ~
Two principles are at work in determining the gaps of Table 4. Tzotzil
and Chamorro, like Navajo and Fox, prefer an animate as proximate over
an inanimate. But in addition, obviation rank plays a role in SUBJECT CHOICE
in Tzotzil and Chamorro in a way it does not in Fox or Navajo. In Fox and
9 Tzotzil also has a direct/inverse distinction which is operative only in transitive
clauses in which the agent is extracted Aissen (1999).
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Navajo, seman:ic role determines subject choice: the agent is uniformly
linked to subje( t and the patient to object. (Consequently, clauses with ex-
pressed agent and patient can only be expressed in active form; there is no
passive alterna :ive.) In Tzotzil and Chamorro, the preference for a proxi-
mate subject aVE rrides the preference for an agent subject. Given the choice
between a prox mate subject and an obviative subject, the proximate is pre-
ferred. When a ~ent and patient have the same degree of animacy, either
agent or patien can be proximate, hence either can be subject. As a conse-
quence, clauses with animate agent and patient (both 3'd person) can be ex-
pressed either i t1 the active voice or in the passive. However, when agent
and patient diff ~r in animacy, obviation rank is predetermined, and this in
turn forces eith ~ractive or passive. When the agent is animate, but not the
patient, the age 1tmust be proximate, forcing the active; when the patient is
animate, but nc t the agent, the patient must be proximate, forcing the pas-
sive.
Tables 1, 3, end 4 are largely parallel, a reflection of the role played by
animacy in the determination of obviation rank in all these languages.
Animacy is not the only relevant factor, though it is one that is both com-
mon and salieni. The right-hand side of Table 2 shows other factors which
figure in obviati on rank. For the most part, the factors already identified as
relevant in Fox i lre relevant in the other languages as well. Some have to do
with informatic n structure (topics are preferred as proximates over non-
topics; genitiveE are preferred over their heads; and pronouns are preferred
(in some langue ges) over lexical NPs; see below). Other factors have to do
with agency (e. ~., the preference for animate proximates over inanimate
ones; the preferEnce for agent proximates over patients).
3. UNIDIMENSIO IlAL MARKEDNESS: THE OBVIATION SCALE
With this mu:h as background, I turn to an explicit account of obviation,
and to the ques cion of how much of the account can be derived from the
Obviation Scale.
The most bal,ic asymmetry in obviation systems is the fact that an ob-
viation span mt st contain a proximate, but need not contain an obviative.
This is neutrali, ;ation in the morphosyntactic domain: in obviation spans
containing a sin gle 3'd person, the distinction between proximate and ob-
viative is neutr alized to the unmarked member of the opposition, the
proximate. Forr lally, what is needed are constraints which penalize in-
stances of obvial ive more strenuously than instances of proximate.
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The Obviation Scale (Sa) is itself essentially a markedness scale, and the
requisite constraint sub hierarchy can be derived straightforwardly by in-
verting that scale and interpreting the elements as avoid constraints. This
yields the constraint sub hierarchy in (5b) which penalizes obviatives before
proximates, a pure markedness subhierarchy.
(5) a. Obviation Scale: Proximate> Obviative
b. Pure Markedness Subhierarchy: *Obviative » *Proximate
To see how this works consider Tableau 1, which has an iNPut with a
single 3rd person. There are two candidates to consider, candidate (a) in
which the 3rd person is Proximate, and candidate (b) in which it is Obvia-
tive (candidates in which 3rd persons have no obviation status will be con-
sidered below).
Tableau 1
INPut: x = 3rd person *Obviative *Proximate
(a) 1& Px *
(b) Ox *!
The obviative candidate (b) is excluded by the high-ranked constraint,
leaving a single 3rd person as proximate. This accounts for the fact that in
an obviation span with a single 3rd person, that 3rd person will be proxi-
mate, not obviative.
What about an obviation span with two 3rd persons? Tableau 2 shows
that with just these two constraints, the winner would be a candidate with
no obviative, namely one with two proximates (the symbol @ indicates the
(wrong) winner).
Tableau 2
INPut: <x, y> x, y = 3rd pers. *Obviative *Proximate
(a) @ Px Py **
(b) 0xOy *!*
(c) Px0y *!
Candidate (a) wins because it is the only candidate with no violation of
the highest-ranked constraint. But this is incorrect. At most one 3rd person
in an obviation span can be proximate. We can limit the number of proxi-
mates in an obviation span to one (1) without appealing to any radically
new constraints if we allow *Proximate to conjoin with itself, and then rank
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the result above *Obviative. The constraint, Proximate Uniqueness, is defined
in (6).10
(6) PrO) imate Uniqueness (self-conjunction of *Proximate)
*Pro ximate &os *Proximate
Tableau 3 inc orporates Proximate Uniqueness. Again, the iNPut contains
two 3'd persons, with the same three candidates as in Tableau 2.
Tableau 3
INPut:
<x, y> x, y = 3'd
(a) Px P
(b) Ox (
(c) 1& Px (
Prox Uniqueness *Obviative *Proximate
,ers.
*! **y
)y *!*
I * *y
Candidate (a), with two proximates, now violates Proximate Unique-
ness; candidate (b) violates *Obviative twice. This leaves as winner candi-
date (c), the caniidate which satisfies the highest constraint, and has only a
single violatior of *Obviative. This set of ranked constraints enforces
avoidance of ob- riatives, up to a point. An obviative can be entirely avoided
when there is 0] tly one 3'd person. But as soon as there are two, Proximate
Uniqueness bee<)mes relevant, and an obviative is forced in order to avoid
two proximates.
Of course, P 'oximate Uniqueness is relevant only if it is ranked over
*Obviative. The opposite ranking will still yield systems in which there are
only proximates, and no obviatives. This seems problematic, but perhaps it
can be used to solve another problem, namely, how to distinguish lan-
guages with ob, iation systems from languages without. There are two ap-
proaches to the 1>roblem, depending on what it means for a language not to
have an obviatic m system. If it means that 3'd persons are associated with
no obviation sta tus, then there must be candidates containing such 3'd per-
sons. But this ra ises the following problem: such candidates would satisfy
all the constrain1 s discussed so far (for they all penalize proximates and ob-
viatives), and w)uld prevail over the candidates considered above. A lan-
10 The local CO] ljunction of C] and C2 in domain D, C] & C2f is violated when there is
some domai 11 of type D in which both C] and C2 are violated Smolensky (1995).
The relevanl domain here is the obviation span (OS).
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guage with an obviation system would then be underivable. The solution
would be to include obviation status in iNPuts for 3rd person nominals, and
to assume a faithfulness constraint which penalizes 3rd persons with no ob-
viation status. The relevant constraint could be something like the Max
constraint, defined as in (7).11
(7) Max Obviation
Violated by a candidate which is 3rd person and lacks a value
for the feature OBVIATION.
Ranking Max Obviation above *Obviative will yield a language which
contrasts proximates and obviatives, i.e., a language with an obviation
system. This is illustrated in Tableau 4. Tableau 4 contains the same three
candidates as Tableau 3, plus a fourth in which the 3rd persons have no ob-
viation status. In this particular evaluation, both 3rd persons are specified in
the iNPut as proximates, but as the reader can determine, this is irrelevant
to the outcome.4
Tableau 4 = Max:Obv » *Obviative
INPut: <x, y> Prox Max *Obviative *Proximate
x = 3rd pers, Prox Uniqueness Obv
y = 3rd pers, Prox
(a) Px Py *! **
(b) Ox 0y *!*
(c) ItW Px 0y * *
(d) x Y *!*
Regardless of how Max Obviation is ranked with Proximate Unique-
ness, candidates (a) and (d) will be excluded. Candidate (b) violates
*Obviative twice, leaving candidate (c) as winner. This is the candidate
with a proximate and an obviative. Thus, high ranking of Max Obviation
guarantees a contrast between proximate and obviative.
The consequence of ranking Max Obviation below *Obviative (and
keeping Proximate Uniqueness high) is shown in Tableau 5.
11 Max constraints penalize deletion, requiring that elements in the iNPut are
'maximally' expressed in the output.
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Tableau 5 *Obviative » Max: Obv
,
IProx *Obviative *Proximate Max:Prox Uniqueness Obv I
Prox
*! **y
\ *!*
'y *! *
**
,
INPut: <x, y>
x = 3rd pers,
y = 3rd pers
(a) Px I
(b) Ox (
(c) Px (
(d) 1& x Y
This ranking guarantees that no proximates or obviatives will surface. A
language with ItO obviation system would then be one then in which Max
Obviation is ranked below the markedness constraints which penalize ob-
viatives, and Prclximate Uniqueness is ranked high.
But there is another way to conceive what it means for a language not to
have an obviatiem system: namely, that it maintains no contrast between
proximate and Jbviative. On this conception, it is possible to distinguish
languages with and without obviation systems without appeal to Max Ob-
viation. The relltive ranking of Proximate Uniqueness and *Obviative is
sufficient, but 0 rtly if all 3rd persons are associated by GEN with an obviation
status, Le., only if there are no candidates in which 3rd persons lack an ob-
viation status. lableau 3 already shows that in the absence of such candi-
dates, the ranki ng *Proximate Uniqueness» *Obviative guarantees a dis-
tinction betwE en proximate and obviative. The opposite ranking
(*Obviative » *Proximate Uniqueness) will eliminate all candidates con-
taining obviati, "es, and all 3rd persons in the optimal candidate will be
proximates. In I.anguages with this ranking, there can be no distinction
between proxin1ate and obviative, hence no ranking of 3rd persons in ob-
viation status. VThileall 3rd persons are assigned the status PROXIMATE, this
status is indistiJ 19uishable from that of 3RD PERSON, and is thus inert. This
approach then,n which GEN associates all 3rd persons with an obviation
status, requires no constraint like Max Obviation, it resolves the question
whether Proxim ate Uniqueness and *Obviative can rerank in the positive,
and exploits the possibility of reranking to distinguish languages with and
without obviah m systems. These are all positive features. I will assume
then that the Cltegory OBVIATION is an obligatory one for 3rd persons,
though not a dis:inctive one in all languages.
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This raises the question whether obviation status is part of iNPuts. As far
as I can tell, it makes no difference whether it is or not. We can assume, in
line with Richness of the Base, that there are iNPuts in which 3rd persons are
assigned an obviation status, as well as ones in which they are not.
4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MARKEDNESS: HARMONIC ALIGNMENT
The constraints discussed so far do not fix obviation status when there is
more than one 3rd person. To see that this is so, consider Tableau 6, which is
like Tableau 4, but adds one further candidate that was omitted earlier.
This is candidate (d) below, which is like (c), except that obviation status is
switched on the two 3rd persons. The constraints tie on candidates (c) and
(d).
Tableau 6
INPut: <x, y> Prox *Obviative *Proximate
x = 3rd pers, Pro x Uniqueness
y = 3rd pers, Prox
(a) Px Py *! **
(b) Ox 0y *!*
(c) I@' Px 0y * *
(d) I@' Ox Py * *
We can reject the idea that faithfulness to obviation status in the iNPut
determines obviation status in the output. For one thing, we have assumed
that 3rd persons need not be specified in iNPuts for obviation status. But
even if they were so specified, the iNPut status would not always corre-
spond to that of the output (as in Tableau 6, for example). Finally, in gen-
eral, there are differences in prominence between the two 3rd persons which
determine obviation rank, and this factor should figure in the evaluation
process. In Aissen (1997, 2000), I argued that basic dynamic here involves
the alignment of prominence scales, and I will continue to pursue that ap-
proach.
Consider animacy first. The preference for an animate proximate is
widely attested in obviation systems, as Table 1 shows. This means that in
clauses with one animate 3rd person and one inanimate one, their obviation
statuses are fixed, as shown in (8). The animate must be proximate and the
inanimate obviative.
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(8) An mate
I
Proximate
Inanimate
I
Obviative
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On the othe r hand, when the two 3rd persons are balanced in animacy
(e.g., both are :mman, or both are inanimate), obviation status cannot be
determined by animacy, and must be determined by some other factor like
topicality or selnantic role.
The prefererce for an animate proximate and for an inanimate obviative
can be seen as the alignment of the two scales in (9), the Obviation Scale
and the Animacy Scale.
(9) Obviatior Scale:Proximate> Obviative
Animacy 3cale:Human> Animate> Inanimate
The unmark ~dsituation is for the highest element on the Animacy Scale
to align with th ~highest element on the Obviation Scale, and for the lowest
element on the Animacy Scale to align with the lowest element on the Ob-
viation Scale. I Iere we are dealing with associational markedness in the
sense that it in rolves the markedness of associations on multiple dimen-
sions.
Clearly, a formal characterization of associational markedness must be
based on multi pIe scales, for example, the Obviation Scale and the Ani-
macy Scale. In their account of syllable structure, Prince and Smolensky
(1993,Ch. 8) define an operation, harmonic alignment, which aligns scales to
produce subhi€ rarchies which characterize multidimensional markedness.
Harmonic aligr ment takes a pair of scales as iNPut, one of which must be
binary, and givi~sas output pairs of constraint subhierarchies. In the case of
syllable structu re, one of the scales involved was a binary scale on struc-
tural positions :Peak> Margin); the other was a (non-binary) scale on so-
nority. Here WI ~apply harmonic alignment to a pair of morphosyntactic
scales: one is th ~Obviation Scale, also a binary scale on a structural dimen-
sion; the other is the Animacy Scale, a (non-binary) scale on a substantive
dimension. Th<~usual situation in scale alignment is for a prominent
structural posit on or relation (e.g., syllable peak, proximate status) to be
filled by an ele nent which is prominent on some substantive dimension
(e.g., sonority, animacy) (though we will see an example below where two
structural dimellsions align).
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Harmonic alignment produces first the two markedness hierarchies in
(10), one on proximates and one on obviatives.l2
(10) Markedness Hierarchies
a. Proximate/Human >-Proximate/ Animate >-Proximate/Inanimate
b. Obviative/Inanimate >-Obviative/Animate >-Obviative/Human
The hierarchy on proximates is formed by associating Proximate, the
high-ranked element on the (binary) Obviation Scale, with each element on
Animacy Scale, from left to right. The result (lOa) says that human pro xi-
mates are less marked than animate proximates, which are in turn less
marked than inanimate proximates (read x >-y as 'x is less marked than' or
'more harmonic than y').
The markedness hierarchy on obviatives is associating Obviative, which
is the low ranked element on the binary scale, with each element on the
Animacy Scale right to left. The result (lOb) says that inanimate obviatives
are the least marked and human obviatives the most marked. The marked-
ness hierarchies of (10) are turned into constraint subhierarchies by invert-
ing them and interpreting each element as an avoid constraint:
(11) Constraint Subhierarchies
a. *Proximate/ Inanimate >-*Proximate/Animate >-*Proximate/Human
b. *Obviative/Human >-*Obviative/Animate >-*Obviative/Inanimate
The two top constraints (italicized) penalize proximate inanimates and
human obviatives, the most marked associations involving animacy with
obviation. Thus these will be most strenuously avoided. Each of these con-
straints sets is a subhierarchy-the ranking of the constraints is fixed, and
predetermined by the ranking of the two initial scales, the Obviation Scale
and the Animacy scale.
Tableau 7 shows how this plays out in an evaluation with two 3'd per-
sons, unbalanced in animacy. The iNPut contains a human agent and an in-
animate patient. It doesn't matter whether we use the subhierarchy on
proximates or the one on obviatives. I use the one on proximates. There are
four candidates, representing the four possible assignments of proximate
and obviative.
12 Christianson(2001)makes similaruse of harmonicalignment in his accountof
variationin proximatechoiceinOdawa.
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Tableau 7
,
Prox *Obv *Prox *Proxl *Proxl *Proxl
Unique Inan An Human
tin
,
m * * *
luntain
an * * *1
mntain
an *!*
mntain
in *! ** * *
luntain
INPut: <x, y>
x=man
y=mountj
(a) 1& Px = ill<
O=m(
-y-
(b) Ox = II
P =m(
-y--
(c) Ox = II
O=m
-y-
(d) Px = m
P =m(
-y--
Since langua ges of the type under discussion maintain a contrast be-
tween proxima:e and obviative, Proximate Uniqueness is ranked above
*Obviative. Cal ldidates (c) and (d), are eliminated by the top two con-
straints. Candidates (a) and (b) are distinguished by *Prox/lnan, which
eliminates (b), leaving candidate (a) as winner. Proximate status is as-
signed, correct!), to that 3rd person which is highest in animacy.
The ranking of *Prox/lnan below *Obviative is motivated by the fol-
lowing: consid( r the evaluation in Tableau 8 which involves a single in-
animate 3rd pen on. The available evidence suggests that in languages with
active obviatior systems, such 3rd persons are proximate.l3 To guarantee
this, *Prox/lnan must be ranked below *Obviative. Otherwise, such 3rd per-
sons would surf lee as obviative.
Tableau 8
INPut: <x>
x: inanimi
(a) 1& Px
(b) Ox
Prox *Obv *Prox *Proxl *Proxl *Proxl
te Unique Inan An Human
* *
*1
13 In Kutenai, 'or example, where all obviatives are identified morphologically (by
a distinctive suffix), a single inanimate is not thus identified.
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The opposite ranking (i.e., *Prox/Inan above *Obviative) would be mo-
tivated by a language in which proximate status is limited to 3rd persons
with particular properties, e.g., animate-reference. Whether such languages
exist, I do not know. The more common situation is one in which the sub-
hierarchy in (lla) is dominated by *Obviative (and hence by all the con-
straints which dominate it).
Tableau 9 represents clauses in which the agent is inanimate and the
patient is animate. In this case, candidate (a) associates proximate with an
inanimate, and obviative with an animate.
Tableau 9
INPut: <x, y> Prox *Obv *Prox *Proxl *Proxl *Proxl
x=water Unique Inan An Human
y=sheep
(a) Px= water * * *!
0y= sheep
(b) 1& 0x= water * * *
Py = sheep
(c) 0x= water *!*
0y = sheep
(d) Px= water *! ** * *
Py = sheep
Candidates (c) and (d) are eliminated as in Tableau 7. Candidate (a)
violates the high-ranking constraint, leaving candidate (b) as winner.
Again, proximate status is correctly assigned to that 3rd person which is
highest in animacy.
Finally, consider the evaluation in Tableau 10 with two 3rd persons, bal-
anced in animacy. Again, the two bottom candidates are eliminated by the
top constraints. But in this case, the constraints developed so far cannot
distinguish the remaining two candidates, (a) and (b). They violate exactly
the same constraints, so proximate status must be fixed by some other fac-
tor.
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Tableau 10
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INPut: <:
x=horse
y=mule-(a) 1& P =x
0=y
(b) 1& o =x
P =y
(c) o =x
o =y
(d) P =x
P =y
" y> Prox *Obv *Prox *Proxl *Proxl *Proxl
Unique Inan An Human
horse * * *
'mule
horse * * *
'mule
horse *!*
mule
horse *! ** **
'mule
Constraints 0 be developed below will distinguish candidates (a) and
(b), but for nOH, we can see the possibility of two outcomes as a conse-
quence of the f,let that the two candidates tie on all animacy-related con-
straints.
For each dinension which plays a role in determining obviation status,
the strategy th( n is to construct a scale for that dimension (OJ) and har-
monically align it with the Obviation Scale. The result will be a pair of con-
straint subhiera :chies, one on proximates, which favors an association with
the high end of DJ, and one on obviatives, which favors an association with
the low end. Re evant scales include those listed in (12):
(12) a. Scali~on nominal relations: Genitive> Head
b. Scal,~on topicality: Topic> Non-Topic
c. Scali~on roles: Proto-Agent> Proto-Patient
Harmonic Allgnment yields the constraint subhierarchy pairs in (13).
(13) a. *Prox/Head » *Prox/Genitive
*Ob' r I Genitive» *ObvIHead
b. *Prox/NonTopic » *Prox/Topic
*Ob" ITopic » *ObvINonTopic
c. *Pro"/P-Patient » *Prox/P-Agent
*Ob" IP-Agent » *ObvIP-Patient
In each case, the ranking within the subhierarchy is fixed. But crucially,
constraints fron l different sub hierarchies can be reranked with respect to
one another. Where only one of these factors is relevant, it alone deter-
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mines proximate choice. Where more than one is relevant, the relative
ranking of constraints from different sub hierarchies will determine which
3rd person among several is proximate.
The interesting cases will be ones in which there is conflict. Given the
subhierarchies in (13c), a conflict will always arise when the patient is
higher in prominence on some dimension (other than role) than the agent.
In an iNPut with an inanimate agent and an animate patient, for example,
the ranking *Prox/Inan » *Prox/P-Patient will yield a proximate patient;
the reverse ranking will yield a proximate agent. In a number of languages,
there are interesting conflicts between animacy and pronominality.
Chamorro and Navajo prefer that the proximate be animate, but they also
prefer that it be pronominal, rather than lexical. The latter preference re-
sults in gaps like those which involve animacy. When both agent and pa-
tient are pronominal, or when both are lexical, then there are two possible
modes of expression (yi and bi in Navajo, active and passive in Chamorro).
But when one is pronominal and the other is lexical, then one of the two
options is eliminated. In Navajo, for example, a clause like (14) he kicked the
boy can only be expressed in the yi form:
(14) He kicked the boy.
[Dff 'ashkii] yi-zta~/*bi-zta~
'this boyYI-kicked/BI-kicked' (Willie 1991,74)
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the subject (pronoun)
is selected as proximate over the object (non-lexical). The object, being ob-
viative, takes the pronominal form yi. Clauses like (15) are the reverse: the
object (pronoun) is predetermined as proximate, with the consequence that
its pronominal form must be bi:
(15) This boy kicked him.
[Dff 'ashkii]bi-zta~/*yi-zta~
thisboy BI-kicked/YI-kicked' (Willie 1991, 75)
The preference for a pronominal proximate can be expressed by har-
monically aligning the Obviation Scale with a scale on Lexical Content like
(16a). The result is the subhierarchy in (16b), which penalizes a lexical
proximate before a pronominal proximate.
(16) a. Lexical Content Scale: Pronoun> Nominal
b. Avoid a lexical proximate: *Prox/Nominal» *Prox/Pronoun
The ranking *Prox/Nominal » *Prox/P-Patient will force proximate
status on the subject in (14), and on the object in (15), resulting in the ob-
served pronominal forms.
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Consider no'N how proximate status is assigned in a clause like 'the boy
picked them', (ases discussed in (Willie 1991,61-62), where the object pro-
noun refers to ,n inanimate object (e.g., berries). The principles we have al-
ready identifie( I are in conflict: the preference for an animate proximate fa-
vors the subject as proximate; but the preference for a pronominal proxi-
mate favors th ~object. The question is how this conflict is resolved. Ac-
cording to (Willie 1991, 61-62), the only pronominal form possible for the
object is yi:
(17) 'ashkii yiyilbii.
boy {I.picked.round.objects
'the l:oy (P) picked them (0) (round objects)'
This means ihat the object must be obviative, and we are forced to the
conclusion that animacy is the decisive factor: an animate lexical NP is se-
lected as proxir late over an inanimate pronoun. This state of affairs can be
modelled thro Igh constraint ranking: the constraint which penalizes
proximate inar,jmates outranks the one which penalizes lexical (non-
pronominal) pr, )ximates. Tableau 11 shows the relevant part of the evalua-
tion for (17).
Tableau 11 *ProxiInan » *ProxiNominal
*Proxl *Proxl *Proxl *Proxl
Inan Nominal Pronoun An
[lund objects)
.boy * *
~m(round objects)
boy *! *
,m (round objects)
picked' <x,y>
x=the boy
y=them (r-(a) I&' Px = thE
Or = th
(b) 0x= thE
P..= thE
Candidate (a I wins on the highest constraint. In (a), the object is obvia-
tive, accounting for why only the yi version is available.
This discussi, m has focused entirely on the dimensions which determine
obviation rank. 'rhus, harmonic alignment has taken the Obviation Scale as
the binary, stru<tural scale, aligning with it various n-ary scales on seman-
tic and pragmat c properties. But recall that obviation rank itself enters into
subject choice in languages like Tzotzil. This can be characterized by taking
a scale on grammatical functions (e.g., Subject> Object) as the binary,
structural scale md aligning the Obviation Scale with it. The result is the
pair of subhierm chies in (18), one on subjects and one on objects:
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(18) a.
b.
*Su/Obv » *Su/Prox
*OJ/Prox>> *OJ/Obj
If a constraint like *Su/Obv is ranked above one which penalizes subject
patients (e.g., *Su/Pat), it will force passive when the patient is proximate
and the agent is obviative (Aissen 1997). Such a ranking is found in lan-
guages like Tzotzil, and distinguishes them from languages like Fox and
Navajo, which have the opposite ranking. These constraints also figure in
the morphology of obviation, discussed below.
5. MORPHOLOGICAL MARKEDNESS
The markedness effects discussed so far are syntactic in the sense that
they involve assignment of the (abstract) relations Proximate and Obviative
to 3rd persons. The syntactic effects of markedness involve asymmetries in
the way Proximate and Obviative are distributed, asymmetries which are
enforced by the constraints developed in sections 3 and 4. In many lan-
guages, obviation is also a salient morphological category. That is, many lan-
guages have nominal morphology which indexes the obviation status of 3rd
persons. A cross-linguistic study of obviation morphology has yet to be
undertaken,14 but judging from the language sample of Table 2, there is a
fair amount of variation in the way it is realized. One parameter concerns
the mode of realization. Obviation morphology may attach to the nominal
whose status is indexed, as in the Algonquian languages and Kutenai. Or it
may attach to the head which governs the nominal in question, as in Na-
vajo and Takelma. (This parallels the distinction between 'dependent' and
'head' marking (Nichols 1986).) The other parameter, more relevant here,
concerns which 3rd persons are indexed for obviation status. Many lan-
guages distribute obviation morphology asymmetrically, with some 3rd
persons being indexed but not others. However, the following implica-
tional universal appears to hold:
(19) If the obviation status of a 3rd person a in a language L is in-
dexed by some morpho syntactic process P, then P also indexes
the obviation status of any 3rd person in L which is more
marked than a in obviation status (except when P is 'hierarchic'
agreement).
If true, the syntax and the morphology of obviation reflect the same
markedness relations: what is expressed in the syntax through avoidance is
14 But see Dryer (1992)for an enlightening comparison of Kutenai and Algonquian.
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visibly expressl,d in the morphology through overt marking. Hierarchic
agreement is e>cepted here because when an agreement controller is se-
lected by virtue of its higher rank, the proximate will be selected over the
obviative.
I drew a distinction in earlier sections between two kinds of markedness
effects in the S) ntax of obviation, pure effects which are characterized in
terms of the Obviation Scale alone, and associational ones which are char-
acterized throul;h alignment of the Obviation Scalewith a variety of other
scales. Both kinlls of markedness are reflected in the morphology of obvia-
tion. Applying Ihe universal in (19) to the Obviation Scale, repeated below
as (20a),yields t le prediction in (20b):
(20) a. Proximate > Obviative
b. The1e may be languages which mark the obviation status of
obvi ltives (through nominal affixation), but not proximates.
But here are no languages which mark the obviation status of
prox imates (through nominal affixation)but not obviatives.
Kutenai is a language which instantiates the predicted type: it marks
obviation status on obviatives, but not on proximates (Dryer 1992).I do not
know of a lang lage of the reverse type; the languages of Table 1 which
mark proximates for obviation status also mark obviatives (e.g., Fox). The
morphological c symmetry in (20b) involves obviation status alone-it is a
pure effect in the morphology of obviation.
There are alsl) asymmetries in obviation marking which are determined
by a combinatic n of obviation status and some other factor, and these re-
flect the abstral:t markedness relations established earlier through har-
monic alignmer t. Fox illustrates the relevance of animacy cum obviation
status. In Fox, ;III proximates are marked for obviation status, but only
some obviativel. Animacy determines which obviatives are marked: ani-
mate obviatives are marked, inanimate obviatives are not. That the asymmetry
should run in 1his direction, rather than the other, is predicted by the
markedness hie1archy from (lOb),repeated below as (21a):
(21) a. Obv./lnan >- Obv/ Anim >- Obv/Human
b. Ther e may be languages which mark animate (including hu-
man I obviatives (through nominal affixation), but not inani-
mate ones. But there are no languages which mark inanimate
obvi ltives (through nominal affixation), but not animate (in-
clud ng human) ones.
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b.
(22) a.
c.
b.
(23) a.
Markedness in the association of obviation status and grammatical
function is expressed morphologically in Takelma. In that language, only
objects are marked for obviation status, but not all objects: proximate objects
are marked, but obviative objects are not (Culy 2000). The markedness hi-
erarchy in (18b), repeated below as (22a), predicts that the asymmetry will
take this form, and not the reverse.
Obj/Obviative >- Obj/Proximate
There may be languages which mark obviation status of object
proximates (through object agreement), but not object obvia-
tives. But there are no languages which mark obviation status
on object obviatives (through object agreement), but not object
proximates.
The relative markedness which is relevant in each case is already ex-
pressed formally by constraints derived through harmonic alignment, as
summarized below.
Obviatives are more marked than proximates
*Obviative » *Proximate
Animate obviatives are more marked than inanimate obviatives
*Obv / Anim » *Obv /Inan
Object proximates are more marked than object obviatives
*OJ/Prox>> *OJ/Obv
Clearly, we want to use these constraints in developing a formal account
which predicts the forms that asymmetric obviation marking can take. The
question is how to relate them to morphological marking. I have suggested
in other work and will do so again here that we can derive the relevant
constraints by conjoining a morphological constraint which penalizes zero-
marking of some category (here: obviation status, indicated by the sub-
script 'OBV') with each of the subhierarchies in (23) (Aissen 1999, Aissen
2000). Crucially, the relative ranking of iNPut subhierarchies is preserved
under local conjunction.
(24) a.
b.
c.
*Obviative & *00BV » *Proximate & *00BV
*Obv / Anim & *00BV » *Obv /Inan & *00BV
*OJ/Prox & *00BV >>*OJ/Obv & *00BV
The new constraint subhierarchy in (24a) penalizes most strenuously a
nominal which is obviative but whose obviation status is not marked, and
least strenuously one which is proximate and not marked. Likewise the
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subhierarchy iJl (24b) penalizes most strenuously an obviative animate
which is unmar ced, and least strenuously an inanimate obviative, etc.
H nothing m )re is said, the obviation status of all proximates and obvia-
tives will neces ;arily be marked, which is incorrect. But we can appeal to
an economy c(,ndition which penalizes structure to turn off obviation
marking at som ~point.
(25) *OB\M
Viollted by a morpheme indexing obviation status.
In each case, interpolating *OBVMbetween the two constraints of the sub-
hierarchies in (24) will describe systems in which the more marked element
is morphologic-Illy marked, but the less marked one is not. Given these
constraints, and assuming that ones contravening these do not exist, this is
the only form t1'at asymmetric obviative marking can take.
Formally, thl ~extent of obviation marking is determined by the schema
in (26), where> and Y exhaust the set of constraints which enforce obvia-
tion marking. T lird persons indexed by constraints in Xwill be marked for
obviation status while those indexed by constraints in Ywill not be.
(26) X) *OBVM» Y
HX is null, t 1ere will be no obviation marking at all; promotion of con-
straints from Y to X results in increased domains of obviation marking.
Thus, while the total number of constraints involved is large, what is cru-
cial is the poin t at which *OBVM is interpolated, i.e., exactly which con-
straints are sub:.umed by X. A few examples will be helpful. Below, I use
the cover symh)l *0 to refer to the pure subhierarchy on obviation mark-
ing (*Obviative& *00BV» *Proximate & *00BV) and the symbol *0/ A to refer
to any constrai 1t which is part of a subhierarchy derived by harmonic
alignment of tW) scales, one of which is the Obviation Scale. Finally, I refer
to *OBVMas the F ivotal constraint.
[a] Consider first a language like Tzotzil or Chamorro, in which there is
no obviation ID.lrking. In such languages, the pivotal constraint outranks
all constraints Vi hich govern obviation marking:
(27) *OBVI,j» *0, *O/A
Promotion oj constraints from *0 or *0/ A yields languages with vary-
ing degrees of oiwiation marking.
[b] In Kuten, i, all obviatives and no proximates are marked for obvia-
tion status. The high-ranking constraint from *0 is promoted above the
pivotal constraiJ It:
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(28) *Obviative & *12l0Bv»
CD
*OBVM»
@
*Proximate & *12l0BV'*0/ A
@
Constraints CD and @ make up a subhierarchy with fixed ranking, and
this ranking is preserved in (28).
[c] Fox marks the obviation status of all proximates and of those obvia-
tives which are animate. Here the pivotal constraint is interpolated among
constraints from *0/ A , namely among the subhierarchies in (29), which as-
sess the relative markedness of obviation marking for particular associa-
tions of obviation status with animacy:
(29) a. *Obv/ Anim & *12l0BV» *Obv/Inan & *12l0Bv
CD @
b. *Prox/lnan & *12l0BV»
@
*Prox/ Anim & *12l0BV
@
The pivotal constraint must be dominated by CD, @, and @, forcing ob-
viation marking for the nomina Is referenced in those constraints (i.e., all
proximates and animate obviatives) but not those referenced by @ (inani-
mate obviatives).
(30) Fox: CD, @ » @ » *OBVM» @, *0, *O/A
The ranking within each of the subhierarchies from (29) is preserved.
(Note that the ranking of CD with constraints @ and @ is not fixed and,
since these constraints do not interact, their relative ranking is under de-
termined.)
[d] Takelma marks objects for obviation status, but not subjects. Among
objects, it marks proximates, but not obviatives. Since obviative objects are
unmarked relative to proximate objects, the asymmetry runs in the ex-
pected direction. Here, the pivotal constraint is interpolated in the subhier-
archy in (31), with the result in (32).
(31) *OJ/Prox & *12l0BV»
CD
*OJ/Obv & *12l0Bv
@
(32) Takelma: CD » *OBVM» @, *0, *O/A
This ranking forces morphological marking for object proximates, but
not for subjects or object obviatives.
Conclusion: the pure and associational markedness constraints derived
earlier for syntactic purposes provide the right basis for constraints on
morphological marking. The subhierarchies on morphological marking of
obviation status (derived by local conjunction with *12l0BV)make what ap-
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pear to be corr ~ct typological predictions and, at the same time, provide
appropriate cOllstraints for characterizing the facts of particular languages.
Under this aco mnt, there is nothing accidental about the fact those con-
figurations whi :h are more likely to be morphologically marked are exactly
the configurati ms which are more likely to be avoided. The same basic
constraints are involved in characterizing both.
6. CONCLUSION
The goal of t he present paper has been to illustrate from the domain of
obviation what can be achieved within a theory like OT that assumes the
existence of uni versal scales, and includes general operations which derive
constraints fror 1 them. Several types of subhierarchies have been derived
here from the ( Ibviation Scale: a pure markedness subhierarchy which pe-
nalize obviativl~s; a set of associational markedness subhierarchies which
penalize marked associations of the relations of obviation with other di-
mensions; and, set of subhierarchies derived from these which enforce the
morphological narking of marked configurations. The result is an overall
unified account of the morphosyntax of obviation.
OT is well-su lted for the description of obviation for another reason. The
basic design of OT entails that the surface expressions of a language are
determined thwugh competition: the expressions of the language are not in
general perfect, jlut each is optimal with respect to a set of competitors. Such
an assumption :;eems crucial in characterizing obviation, in particular, that
aspect of obvia ion which involves proximate choice. In many languages,
the best proxin late is animate (human, in fact), but in the absence of an
animate candid lte, an inanimate will do. Inviolable constraints which re-
quire animate F roximates, or prohibit inanimate ones, will not work; simi-
larly for other dimensions which determine obviation rank. Thus, the
analysis pres en ted here emerges from basic architectural assumptions of
OT, combined v'ith more specific assumptions about the possibility of de-
riving constrain :s from scales.
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7. APPENDIX: REFERENCES FOR TABLE 2
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Fox (Algonquian):
Kutenai:
Navajo (Athapaspan):
Takelma (Penutian?):
Upper Chehalis (Salish):
Cherokee (Iroquoian):
Nootkan:
Tzotzil (Mayan):
Olutec (Mixe):
Shuswap (Salish):
(Lesourd 1976, Goddard 1984, God-
dard 1990, Dalhstrom 1995, Thomason
1995)
(Dryer 1992,Dryer 1994, Dryer 1996)
(Hale 1973, Jelinek 1997, Perkins 1978,
Platero 1982, Willie 1991); also (Aissen
2000)
(Culy 2000)
(Kinkade 1989)
(Scancarelli 1987)
(Whistler 1985)
(Aissen 1997,Aissen 1999)
(Zavala 2000)
(Gardiner 1993)
Chamorro (Western Austronesian): (Chung 1981, Chung 1984, Chung
1989,Chung 1998); also (Aissen 1997)
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